If a quantum system A, which is initially correlated to another system, E, undergoes an evolution separated from E, then the correlation to E generally decreases. Here, we study the conditions under which the correlation disappears (almost) completely, resulting in a decoupling of A from E. We give a criterion for decoupling in terms of two smooth entropies, one quantifying the amount of initial correlation between A and E, and the other characterizing the mapping that describes the evolution of A. The criterion applies to arbitrary such mappings in the general one-shot setting. Furthermore, the criterion is tight for mappings that satisfy certain natural conditions. Decoupling has a number of applications both in physics and information theory, e.g., as a building block for quantum information processing protocols. As an example, we give a one-shot state merging protocol and show that it is essentially optimal in terms of its entanglement consumption/production.
Introduction
Correlations in quantum systems, and in particular entanglement, have been in the focus of (both theoretical and experimental) research in quantum information science over the past decades. As a result, one has nowadays a pretty good (although still not complete) understanding of quantum correlations and, in particular, the processes that create them. In this work, we take-so to speak-an opposite approach and study conditions under which two systems can be decoupled, i.e., brought to a state where they are uncorrelated.
We call a system, B, decoupled from another system, E, if the joint state of the two systems, ρ BE , has product form ρ B ρ E . Operationally, this means that the outcome of any measurement on B is statistically independent of the outcome of any measurement on E. Or, in information-theoretic terms, the system E does not give any information on B (and can therefore safely be ignored when studying B).
Decoupling Theorem. Our goal is to characterize the conditions under which the evolution of a system results in decoupling. The initial system, A, may be correlated to a reference system E. The evolution is modeled as a mappingT from A to B. The final state of B is supposed to be independent of E. The subdivision ofT into a unitary U and a mapping T is required for the formulation of our decoupling criterion.
The criteria refer to the smooth min-and max-entropies introduced in [RW04, Ren05] , which can be seen as generalizations of the von Neumann entropy (cf. Section 2 for definitions and properties). The smooth min-entropy H ε min pA|Eq ρ is a measure for the correlation present in the initial state ρ AE -the larger this measure, the less dependent is A on E (see Table 1 for some typical examples). The quantities H ε min pA|Bq τ (for the achievability) and H ε max pA|Bq τ (for the converse) measure how well the mapping T conserves correlations. Roughly, they quantify the uncertainty one has about a "copy" of the input, 2 A, given access to the output, B, of T (cf. Table 2 ). We note that the expressions for the achievability and for the converse essentially coincide in many cases of interest (see the discussion in Section 4).
As a typical example, consider m qubits, A, that are classically maximally correlated to E (so that H ε min pA|Eq " 0, cf. second row of Table 1 ). Furthermore, assume that A undergoes a reversible evolution, U , after which we discard m´m 1 qubits, corresponding to a partial trace, T " Tr m´m 1 (see last example of Table 2 ). Our criterion then says that the remaining m 1 qubits will, for most evolutions U , be decoupled from E whenever m 1 ă m{2. Conversely, if this condition is not satisfied, some correlation will necessarily be retained. Applications. The notion of decoupling has various applications in information theory and in physics. Many of these applications have in common that decoupling of a system B from a system E is used to show that B is maximally entangled with a complementary system, R. Indeed, under the assumption that R is chosen such that the joint state, ρ BER , is pure, ρ BE " ρ B ρ E immediately implies that there exists a subsystem R 1 of R such that the state on ρ BR 1 is pure. If, in addition, ρ B is fully mixed, ρ BR 1 is necessarily maximally entangled. early work, the decoupling was analyzed in terms of the dimensions of certain subsystems (rather than smooth entropies).
These decoupling results have been generalized in [WR09, Ber08] to include mappings T that consist of combinations of projective measurements and partial traces. Furthermore, in this work, the criterion has been expressed in terms of smooth entropies. Independently of this, a general decoupling theorem that can be applied to any type of mapping has been developed [Dup09] . This result is essentially (up to the use of different entropy measures) equivalent to Theorem 3.1 presented here. We also note that the aforementioned characterizations of decoupling can be seen as special cases of this general result.
The above work was mostly concerned with achievability. Converse results were so far only known in special cases. In particular, in [BRW07] and [Ber08] (see also [Ren09] ) converse theorems have been derived for the case where the mapping T is a projective measurement. The converse theorem presented here, Theorem 4.1, generalizes these results.
Structure of the Paper. In Section 2 we introduce the notation and review the definitions and main properties of the entropy measures used in this work. Our main achievability result for decoupling is given in Section 3, whereas Section 4 contains a converse that is tight in many cases of interest. The use of the decoupling technique is illustrated in Section 5, where we show how to obtain optimal one-shot quantum state merging. We conclude with a discussion in Section 6.
Preliminaries

Notation
We denote the Hilbert space associated to a system A by H A . We only consider finitedimensional systems and denote the dimension of H A by |A|. The set of linear operators on H is denoted by LpHq and the set of nonnegative operators on H by PpHq. We define the sets of subnormalized states S ď pHq " tρ P PpHq : Tr ρ ď 1u and normalized states S " pHq " tρ P PpHq : Tr ρ " 1u. |B| i"1 and |A| " |B|, the canonical identity mapping from LpH A q to LpH B q with respect to these bases is denoted by I AÑB , i.e., I AÑB p|iyxj| A q " |iyxj| B .
The tensor product of H
For ρ P PpHq, }ρ} 8 denotes the operator norm of ρ, which is equal to the maximum eigenvalue of ρ. The trace norm of ρ P PpHq is defined as }ρ} 1 " Trp a ρ : ρq and the induced metric on S ď pHq is called trace distance. 3 The fidelity between ρ, σ P S ď pHq is defined as F pρ, σq " } ?
We will make use of the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism, which relates CPMs to positive operators, and which we denote by J. 
Smooth Entropies
The smooth entropy formalism [Ren05, RW04] has been introduced in (classical and quantum) information theory to study general one-shot scenarios, in which nothing needs to be assumed about the structure of the relevant probability distributions or quantum states (e.g., those modeling noise processes in a communication channel). The formalism 3 The trace distance is often defined with an additional factor 1 2
, which we omit here. 4 The Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism is sometimes defined with an additional dimensional factor of |A|; we choose not to do this here.
therefore overcomes a limitation of the established theory, where it is usually assumed that the relevant processes can be modeled as asymptotic sequences of independent and identically distributed (iid) subprocesses.
In this section we provide the definitions of the underlying entropy measures, called smooth min-and max entropy, and state some of their basic properties. Further properties are summarized in Appendix A. For a more detailed discussion of the smooth entropy formalism we refer to [Ren05, KRS09, TCR09, TCR10, Dat09] .
Recall the following standard definitions. The von Neumann entropy of ρ P S " pHq is defined as 5 Hpρq "´Trpρ log ρq and the conditional von Neumann entropy of A given B for ρ AB P S " pHq is defined as HpA|Bq ρ " HpABq ρ´H pBq ρ . Definition 2.2. Let ρ AB P S ď pH AB q. The min-entropy of A conditioned on B is defined as
The max-entropy of A conditioned on B is defined as
In the special case where B is trivial (i.e., one-dimensional), we write H min pAq ρ and H max pAq ρ instead of H min pA|Bq ρ and H max pA|Bq ρ , respectively. It can be shown that H min pAq ρ "´log }ρ A } 8 and H max pAq ρ " 2 log Tr ? ρ A .
The smooth min-and max-entropy are defined by extremizing the non-smooth versions over a set of nearby states, where nearby is quantified by the purified distance.
Definition 2.3. Let ρ, σ P S ď pHq. The purified distance between ρ and σ is defined as
whereF pρ, σq " F pρ, σq`ap1´Tr ρqp1´Tr σq denotes the generalized fidelity.
The purified distance is a distance measure on S ď pHq [TCR10, Lemma 5]. As its name indicates, P pρ, σq corresponds to the minimum trace distance between purifications of ρ and σ.
Henceforth ρ, σ P S ď pHq are called ε-close if P pρ, σq ď ε and this is denoted by ρ « ε σ. We use the purified distance to specify an ε-ball around ρ P S ď pHq:
For more about the purified distance we refer to [TCR10] .
Definition 2.4. Let ε ě 0 and ρ AB P S ď pH AB q. The ε-smooth min-entropy of A conditioned on B is defined as
The ε-smooth max-entropy of A conditioned on B is defined as
5 All logarithms are taken to base 2.
The min-and max-entropy are dual to each other in the following sense. For technical reasons we will also need the following auxiliary quantities. Definition 2.8. Let ρ AB P S ď pH AB q. The quantum collision entropy of A given B is defined as
Definition 2.9. Let ρ AB P S ď pH AB q and σ B P S ď pH B q. We define
Note that H max pA|Bq ρ " sup σPSďpH B q H max pA|Bq ρ|σ .
Definition 2.10. Let ρ AB P S ď pH AB q and σ B P S ď pH B q. We define H min pA|Bq ρ|σ :" suptλ P R : 2´λ½ A σ B´ρAB ě 0u.
Note that H min pA|Bq ρ " sup σPSďpH B q H min pA|Bq ρ|σ .
Finally, we note that, since all Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to have finite dimension, the infima and suprema in the expressions above can be replaced by minima and maxima, respectively.
Achievability
In this section, we present and prove a general decoupling theorem (Theorem 3.1), which corresponds to the achievability part of the criterion sketched informally in Section 1. The theorem subsumes and extends most previous results in this direction.
Statement of the Decoupling Theorem
As explained in the introductory section (see Fig. 1 ), we consider a mapping from a system A to a system B. The mapping consists of a unitary on A, selected randomly according to the Haar measure over the unitary group on H A , followed by an arbitrary mapping T " T AÑB . In applications, T often consists of a measurement or a partial trace (see Table 2 for examples). The decoupling theorem then tells us how well the output, B, of the mapping T is decoupled (on average over the choices of the unitary) from a reference system E.
Theorem 3.1 (Decoupling theorem). Let ε ą 0, ρ AE P S " pH AE q, and
where ş¨d U denotes the integral over the Haar measure over the full unitary group on H A .
The theorem thus provides a bound on the quality of decoupling that only depends on two entropic quantities, H ε min pA|Eq ρ and H ε min pA|Bq τ . The first is a measure for the correlations between A and E that are present in the initial state, ρ AE . The second quantifies properties of the mapping T , which is characterized by the bipartite state τ AB obtained via the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism J. Hence, in order to minimize the right hand side of (1), no channel ends up being better suited for some types of states than for others or vice-versa. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4, the bound in (1) is essentially optimal in many cases of interest. We also note that, using Markov's inequality, the expectation value over the unitaries U can be turned into a bound that holds for most unitaries. That is, for any µ ą 0,
holds with probability at least 1´µ (for U chosen according to the Haar measure).
Our first step in proving Theorem 3.1 is to prove a version involving non-smooth minentropies (Theorem 3.2). Then, in a second step, we show that smoothing preserves the essence of the theorem. Note that Theorem 3.2 may be of interest in cases where no smoothing is required since it is slightly more general: it applies to any completely positive T , not only trace-non-increasing ones.
Theorem 3.2 (Non-smooth decoupling theorem). Let ρ AE P S ď pH AE q and T AÑB a CPM with Choi-Jamiołkowski representation τ AB " JpT q. Then ż
where ş¨d U denotes the integral over the Haar measure over unitaries U acting on A.
Technical Ingredients to the Proof
The proof is based on a few technical lemmas, which we state and prove in the following, and which may be of independent interest. We note that they partly generalize techniques developed in the context of privacy amplification [RK05, Ren05, TRSS10] as well as earlier work on decoupling (see, e.g., [HOW07] ). Proof. Write M and N in the standard basis for
The second lemma involves averaging over Haar distributed unitaries. While it would take us too far afield to formally introduce the Haar measure, it can simply be thought of as the uniform probability distribution over the set of all unitaries on a Hilbert space. The following then tells us the expected value of U 2 M pU : q 2 with M P LpH 2 A q when U is selected "uniformly at random".
where F A swaps the two copies of the A subsystem, α and β are such that TrrM s " α|A| 2`β |A| and TrrM F s " α|A|`β|A| 2 , and dU is the normalized Haar measure on UpAq.
Proof. This follows directly from a standard result in Schur-Weyl duality, e.g., Proposition 2.2 in [CS06] . The latter states that E : LpH
A q is an orthogonal projection onto spant½, F u under the inner product xA, By " TrrA : Bs. Hence, EpM q can be written as α½ AA 1`βF A as claimed, and the conditions Trr½EpM qs " TrrM s and TrrF EpM qs " TrrF M s must be fulfilled, and these lead to the two conditions on α and β.
The following bounds the ratio of the purity of a bipartite state and the purity of the reduced state on one subsystem: Lemma 3.5. Let ξ AB P PpH AB q. Then
Proof. Letting A 1 be a system isomorphic to A, we first prove the left-hand side
where the inequality is due to an application of Cauchy-Schwarz. The right-hand side follows from the fact that ξ AB ď |A|¨½ A ξ B . This can in turn be seen from the fact that
In the main proof, we will need to bound the trace distance between two states. The following lemma will allow us to do this:
In particular, if M is Hermitian then
This is a slight generalization of Lemma 5.1.3 in [Ren05] ; we give a different proof here for completeness.
Proof.
where the inequality results from an application of Cauchy-Schwarz, and the maximizations are over all unitaries on A. The last equality follows from
Proof of the Non-Smooth Decoupling Theorem (Theorem 3.2)
Throughout the proof, we will denote with a prime the "twin" subsystems used when we take tensor copies of operators, and F S denotes a swap between S and S 1 .
We first use Lemma 3.6; for σ B P S " pH B q and ζ E P S " pH E q we get
and the statesτ A 1 B " JpT q and
. We then rewrite the above as
Using Jensen's inequality we obtain
We now simplify the integral
We rewrite the first term as follows ż Tr
where we have used Lemma 3.3 in the first equality, and the definition of the adjoint of a superoperator in the third equality. We now compute the integral using Lemma 3.4
where α and β satisfy the following equations
In the third equality, we have used the fact thatτ AB is a Choi-Jamiołkowski representation ofT (Lemma 2.1); the fourth equality is due to the fact that the adjoint of the partial trace is tensoring with the identity.
Solving this system of equations yields
By applying Lemma 3.5, we can simplify this to α ď Tr "τ 2 B ‰ and β ď Tr "τ 2 AB ‰ . Substituting this into (3) and using Lemma 3.3 twice, and then substituting into (2) yields
Finally we get the theorem by using the definitions ofτ AB ,ρ AE and the definition of H 2 (Definition 2.8).
Proof of the Main Decoupling Theorem (Theorem 3.1)
We now prove our main result, which is obtained from the non-smooth decoupling theorem (Theorem 3.2) by replacing the collision entropies, H 2 , by smooth min-entropies.
First, note that H 2 is always greater or equal to H min (Lemma A.1) and therefore we are allowed to replace the H 2 terms on the right-hand side of the statement of Theorem 3.2 by H min terms. Thus we only have to consider the smoothing.
Let p ρ AE P B ε pρ AE q be such that H ε min pA|Eq ρ " H min pA|Eq p ρ and p τ AB P B ε pτ AB q be such that H ε min pA|Bq τ " H min pA|Bq p τ .
Furthermore write p τ´τ " ∆`´∆´, where ∆˘P PpH AB q have orthogonal support, and likewise, p ρ´ρ " δ`´δ´with δ`and δ´having orthogonal support. By Lemma B.1 we have }p τ´τ } 1 ď 2ε and hence }∆˘} 1 ď 2ε.
Moreover define p
T , D´and D`as the unique superoperators that are such that p τ " Jp p T q, ∆´" JpD´q and ∆`" JpD`q respectively.
Using the non-smooth decoupling theorem (Theorem 3.2) we get
We now deal with the second term above ż
We deal with the third term in a similar fashion ż
This results in ż
2ε .
Converse
The main purpose of this section is to state and prove a theorem (Theorem 4.1) which implies that the achievability result of the previous section (Theorem 3.1) is essentially optimal for many natural choices of the mapping T . More precisely, note that, according to Theorem 3.1, decoupling is achieved whenever the exponent H ε min pA|Eq ρ`H ε min pA|Bq τ is sufficiently larger than 0. Our converse now says that this is also a necessary condition (up to additive terms of the order log 1{ε) if one replaces the min-entropy in the second term, H ε min pA|Bq τ (which characterizes the channel), by a max-entropy, H ε max pA|Bq τ .
The two terms, H ε min pA|Bq τ and H ε max pA|Bq τ , coincide for many standard channels used for applications (e.g., for state merging, cf. Section 5). Examples of such channels are given in Table 2 . Furthermore, as we shall explain in the discussion section, the two terms also coincide asymptotically for iid channels.
Theorem 4.1. Let ρ AE P S " pH AE q, T AÑB a TPCPM, and τ AB " |A|`?ρ A˘⊺ JpT q`?ρ A˘⊺ . Suppose that }T pρ AE q´T pρ A q ρ E } 1 ď ε .
Then, for any ε 1 , ε 2 ą 0,
Note that in the above, τ AB can be produced by taking a purification ζ AA 1 of ρ A where the system A 1 is a copy of A, and sending the A 1 part through the channel.
Proof. Let ρ AER be a purification of ρ AE and U T AÑBB 1 a Stinespring dilation of T . Furthermore, let
and |σy BB 1 ER be a subnormalized state such that H max pER|Bq σ " H ε 2 max pA|Bq τ with P pσ,σq ď ε 2 , as well as |σy BB 1 ER such thatσ BE " σ B σ E , and F pσ BB 1 ER ,σ BB 1 ER q " F pσ BE , σ B σ E q -such a state exists by Uhlmann's theorem, and can be shown to satisfy P pσ, σq ď ? 6ε 2`2 ε. The latter bound can be obtained from
combined with Lemma B.1. Now, we know from Lemma A.8 that
where
This implies that
for any ε 1 ą 0. Tracing out the R system, we get
We now define G BE :" ?
Note that G is a contraction (i.e. }G} 8 ď 1):
where we have used the operator monotonicity of f ptq "´1{t. At this point, we conjugate both sides of (4) by G BE to get
Let us now define |ψy BERB 1 :" G BE |σy BERB 1 ; note that since G is a contraction, |ψy is subnormalized. Then, we can rewrite (6) as:
which implies H min pBB 1 |Eq ψ|σ ě´H max pER|Bq σ|σ´l ogp1{ε 1 q .
We will now need to show that ψ BEB 1 is p2 ? 6ε 2`2 ε`2 ? ε 1`ε2 q-close toσ BEB 1 , because this implies the claim
To this end, we shall define the following states
We first show that all these states are (sub)-normalized such that the purified distance between them is well-defined. Since G BE is a contraction, we immediately get that }|ψ 1 y} ď 1 and }|ψ 2 y} ď 1. Furthermore, › › ›|ψy
We have xψ|ψ 1 y " ? 1´ε 1 , and
where the inequality is due to the operator monotonicity of the square-root function. Therefore P pψ 1 ,σq ď 2 ? ε 1 and furthermore P pψ 2 ,σq " P pψ 1 ,σq, since
Since conjugation by G is trace-non-increasing, we also have P pψ 2 , ψq ď P pσ,σq ď ? 6ε 2`2 ε .
This implies
P pψ,σq ď P pψ, ψ 2 q`P pψ 2 ,σq`P pσ, σq`P pσ,σq ď ? 6ε 2`2 ε`2 ? ε 1`? 6ε 2`2 ε`ε 2 .
One-Shot State Merging
As an example application of the decoupling theorem and its converse we discuss OneShot Quantum State Merging. This is a two-party task: its goal is to transfer the information contained in a quantum system, A, initially held by one party, Alice, to the other party, Bob. This should be achieved with only limited resources (such as entanglement or communication). It is taken into account that Bob may have access to a quantum system, B, correlated to A, which may be used to minimize the use of resources. The term one-shot is used to emphasize that the task is considered in the general one-shot scenario. As explained in the discussion section, the asymptotic iid results, where many independent copies of a given state are transferred, can be recovered as a special case. 
is called entanglement cost. 6 We are interested in quantifying the minimal entanglement cost for Quantum State Merging of ρ AB with error ε. For this, we use the achievability and converse for decoupling (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1). These allow us to derive essentially tight (up to additive terms of the order log 1{ε) bounds on the entanglement cost.
The basic idea underlying our analysis of Quantum State Merging is the observation that the desired situation after the protocol execution is necessarily such that Alice's system is decoupled from the reference. Furthermore, it follows from Uhlmann's theorem [Uhl76] that this decoupling is also sufficient.
Theorem 5.2 (Achievability for Quantum State Merging). The minimal entanglement cost
for Quantum State Merging of ρ AB P S " pH AB q with error ε ą 0 is upper bounded by
max pA|Bq ρ`4 logp1{εq`2 log 13 .
Proof. Let ρ ABE be a purification of ρ AB . The intuition is as follows. In the first step of the protocol, Alice decouples her part from the reference (employing Theorem 3.1), where she chooses a rank-L projective measurement as the TPCPM, and she sends the measurement result to Bob. For all measurement outcomes the post-measurement state on Alice's side is then approximately given by
|A 1 | ρ E and Bob holds a purification of this. But
ρ BB 1 E as well and since all purifications are equal up to local isometries, there exists an isometry on Bob's side that transform the state into Φ L A 1 B 1 ρ BB 1 E (by Uhlmann's theorem [Uhl76] ); this is then the second step of the protocol.
More formally, choose K and L such that log K´log L " H ε 2 {13 max pA|Bq ρ`4 logp1{εq`2 log 13 ,
which is the entanglement cost of the protocol. 7 6 In the original references [HOW05, HOW07] quantum state merging was defined slightly differently, namely as a local operation and classical two-way communication process. However, their protocol for the achievability only uses classical forward communication. 7 Since we need K, L P N, we can not choose log K´log L exactly equal to H ε 2 {13 max pA|Bqρ`4 logp1{εq2 log 13 in general. Rather, we need to choose K, L P N such log K´log L is minimal but still greater or equal then H ε 2 {13 max pA|Bqρ`4 logp1{εq`2 log 13.
Choose N fixed orthogonal subspaces of dimension L on AA 0 , 8 denote the projectors on these subspaces followed by a fixed unitary mapping it to A 1 by P x A 0 AÑA 1 and define the isometry
Denote by U A 0 A a unitary selected randomly according to the Haar measure over the unitary group on H A 0 A and write
Now the first step of the protocol is to apply this unitary followed by the isometry (8), and to send the X B system to Bob. In order to take into account that the channel is classical, we keep a copy X A at Alice's side.
By the decoupling theorem (Theorem 3.1) we get for
where A 1 0 A 1 is a copy of A 0 A, and
We can simplify this using the superadditivity of smooth min-entropy (Lemma A.2) and the duality between min-and max-entropy (Lemma 2.5)
Furthermore, because τ A 1 0 A 1 A 1 X A is classical on X A , we can use a lemma about the minentropy of classical-quantum states (Lemma A.5) and get
is a rank L projector, we can use a dimension lower bound of the min-entropy (Lemma A.3) to conclude that for all x
This together with (7), (9) and (10) implies
and hence F pσ A 1 X A E ,
In the second step of the protocol, Bob decodes the system to the state ρ BB 1 E Φ A 1 B 1 . A suitable decoder can be shown to exist using Uhlmann's theorem [Uhl76] . There exists an isometry V BB 0 X B ÑBB 1 B 1 X B such that for
and with that
Expressing this in the purified distance (with Lemma B.1) and discarding X A X B , we obtain a ε-error Quantum State Merging protocol for ρ ABE .
Theorem 5.3 (Converse for Quantum State Merging). The minimal entanglement cost for
Quantum State Merging of ρ AB P S " pH AB q with error ε ą 0 is lower bounded by
Proof. We start with noting that any ε-error Quantum State Merging protocol for ρ AB can be assumed to have the following form: applying local operations at Alice's side, then sending a classical register from Alice to Bob, and finally applying local operations at Bob's side. For a purified state ρ ABE , the protocol produces a state ε-close to
As can be seen from the definition, it is a necessary step for any Quantum State Merging protocol to decouple Alice's part from the reference. The idea of the proof is to use the converse for decoupling (Theorem 4.1). This then results in the desired converse for Quantum State Merging.
More precisely, a general ε-error Quantum State Merging protocol for ρ ABE has the following form. At first some TPCPM
is applied to the input state Φ K A 0 B 0 ρ ABE . By the Stinespring dilation [Sti55] we can think of this TPCPM as an isometry
where the M x A 0 AÑA 1 A G are partial isometries and A G , X A are additional 'garbage' registers on Alice's side that will be discarded in the end. The isometry W results in the state
with ρ BB 1 E is pure this also implies that all additional registers, that we might have at the end of the protocol, have to be decoupled as well. Thus we need
and in trace distance (using Lemma B.1) this reads
Using the converse for decoupling (Theorem 4.1) for the isometry W A 0 AÑA 1 A G X B X A in (12) followed by the partial trace over X B , we get that the decoupling condition (14) implies for any ε 1 , ε 2 ą 0 that
As a next step we simplify this in order to bring the converse into the desired form.
Choosing ε 1 " ε 2 and ε 2 " ε, using a dimension upper bound for smooth min-entropy (Lemma A.4), and the duality of min-and max-entropy (Lemma 2.5) we obtain
2ε`3ε max pA|Bq ρ´2 log 1 ε .
By the decoupling criterion in purified distance (Equation (13)), the state τ A 1
has to be ε-close to a state
where q x is some probability distribution and ξ x
and by a lemma about the max-entropy of classical quantum states (Lemma A.6)
Using the duality of min-and max-entropy (Lemma 2.5) and a polar decomposition of ξ x
, we get
Hence the converse becomes log K´log L ě H 4 ? 2ε`3ε max pA|Bq ρ´2 log 1 ε .
Discussion
The main contribution of this work is a decoupling theorem, i.e., a sufficient (Theorem 3.1) and necessary (Theorem 4.1) criterion for decoupling in terms of smooth entropies. The fact that the criterion is nearly optimal for various choices of the decoupling map T suggests that use of smooth entropies is natural in this context.
A crucial property of our decoupling theorem is that it is valid in a one-shot scenario, where the decoupling map T may only be applied once (or, by replacing T by T k , any finite number of times). This contrasts with (and is strictly more general than) the iid scenario 9 usually considered in information theory, where results are stated and proved asymptotically under the assumption that the underlying processes (such as channel uses) are repeated many times independently. The generalization to the one-shot scenario is particularly relevant in the context of applications in physics (e.g., the study of black hole radiation as considered in [HP07, BP07, BZ09] or the analysis of thermodynamic systems [dRAR`11] ), where the channel T is supposed to model the evolution of a single system.
We note that asymptotic iid statements can be easily retrieved from the general oneshot results using the Quantum Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP) for smooth entropies [Ren05, TCR09] (see Lemma 2.7). For this, the decoupling map T as well as the initial state ρ AE need to be replaced by many identical copies of themselves, i.e., T n and ρ n AB . The achievability bound of Theorem 3.1, i.e., the condition that is sufficient for decoupling, then turns into the criterion
where H denotes the (conditional) von Neumann entropy. Analogously, the converse, i.e., the condition which is necessary for decoupling, turns into
In other words, in the iid scenario, the achievability bound (15) and the converse bound (16), taken together, imply an exact characterization of decoupling.
The decoupling theorem, in its general form stated in Section 3, has various applications. As illustrated in Section 5, these are often possible because of a duality between independence and maximum entanglement: given a pure state ρ BER such that ρ B is maximally mixed, the property that the subsystem B is independent of E and the property that B is fully entangled with R are equivalent.
Information-theoretic applications other than state merging (cf. Section 5) have been investigated in [Dup09] . One of them is channel coding. Here, Alice wants to use a noisy quantum channel N AÑB to send qubits to Bob with fidelity at least 1´ε. The idea is that decoding is possible whenever a purification of the qubits Alice is sending is decoupled from the channel environment. One can therefore get a coding theorem directly from Theorem 3.1 by setting T to be the complementary channel of N (i.e. consider a Stinespring dilation U AÑBE N of N , and set T AÑE p¨q :" Tr B rU¨U : s). Unassisted channel coding [Llo97, Sho02, Dev05] can be obtained by choosing the input state ρ AR " Φ AR (where Φ AR is a maximally entangled state between A and R). Similarly, entanglementassisted channel coding [BSST02] corresponds to the input choice ρ ABR " Φ A R R Φ A B B (where H A " H A R H A B , with A R containing the state to be transmitted and A B the initial entanglement that Alice shares with Bob). Other choices of ρ ABR correspond to other scenarios.
Another application where decoupling can be employed as a building block for constructing protocols is the simulation of noisy quantum channels using perfect classical channels together with pre-shared entanglement. The claim that this is possible using only a classical communication rate equal to the capacity of the channel to be simulated, is known as the Fully Quantum Reverse Shannon Theorem [BSST02, BDH`09]. In [BCR11] , a proof of this theorem using the decoupling technique has been proposed. Swiss National Science Foundation (grant PP00P2-128455) and the German Science Foundation (grants CH 843/1-1 and CH 843/2-1). JW was funded by the U.K. EPSRC grant EP/E04297X/1 and the Canada-France NSERC-ANR project FREQUENCY. Parts of this work were done while JW was at the University of Bristol.
Lemma A.5. Let ρ ABX P S " pH ABX q with ρ ABX " ř x p x ρ x AB |xyxx| X and ρ x AB P S " pH AB q for all x. Then
Proof. By the operational interpretation of the min-entropy as the maximal achievable singlet fraction [KRS09, Theorem 2] we have
where the maximum is taken over all TPCPMs F BXÑA 1 , |Φy AA 1 " |A|´1 {2 ř i |xy A |xy A 1 , and H A 1 -H A . Writing out the min-entropy terms on the right hand side of (17) in the same manner we obtain
The claim of the lemma is therefore equivalent to
Now, because the state ρ ABX is classical on X, the maximization on the left hand side can without loss of generality be restricted to TPCPMs that first measure on X in the basis t|xyu and then do some TPCPM F x BÑA 1 conditioned on the measurement outcome x. By the linearity of the square of the fidelity when one argument is pure, the claim then follows.
Lemma A.6. Let ρ ABX P S " pH ABX q with ρ ABX " ř x p x ρ x AB |xyxx| X and ρ x AB P S " pH AB q for all x. Then
Proof. Let ρ ABCXX 1 be a purification of ρ ABX . Then we have by the duality of conditional min-and max-entropy (Lemma 2.5) and a lemma about the conditional min-entropy of classical quantum state (Lemma A.5) that
Lemma A.7 (Chain rule for smooth min-entropy). Let ε ą 0, ε 1 , ε 2 ě 0 and ρ ABC P S " pH ABC q. Then
Proof. Let ρ 1 ABC P B ε 1 pρ ABC q such that H ε 1 min pA|BCq ρ " H min pA|BCq ρ 1 and let ρ 1 ABCE be a purification of ρ 1 ABC . Furthermore let ρ 2 BC P B ε 2 pρ BC q, σ C P S " pH BC q and λ P R such that H ε 2 min pB|Cq ρ " H min pB|Cq ρ 2 "´log λ, that is, λ is minimal such that
By [TRSS10, Lemma 21] there exists a projector P AE such that
Now let T BC be defined as in Lemma B.2 with ρ 2
BC and consider the statē
Applying T BC to (20) we obtain
Together with (19) this yields
This implies It is clear that the optimal value of the primal problem is 2 HmaxpA|Bq ρ|σ from Definition 2.9 and Uhlmann's theorem. One can also easily show that strong duality holds (i.e. that the optimal value of the dual problem is equal to that of the primal problem): one simply needs to show that there exists a Z AB such that Z AB ½ C ą ρ ABC , which holds for Z AB " 2½ AB . Now, we need to show that the optimal Z AB for this problem has the form given in the lemma statement. First, note that by Uhlmann's theorem, there must exist an optimal X ABC which has rank 1, assuming we consider the system C to be large enough. Let X ABC " |ϕyxϕ| ABC and let ρ ABC " |ρyxρ| ABC , and consider the complementary slackness condition for X and Z to be optimal: ρ ABC X ABC " pZ AB ½ C qX ABC . We can rewrite this as xρ|ϕy|ρyxϕ| " pZ AB ½ C q|ϕyxϕ| and therefore xρ|ϕy|ρy " pZ AB ½ C q|ϕy, and F pρ, ϕq 2 |ρyxρ| " pZ AB ½ C q|ϕyxϕ|pZ AB ½ C q.
Tracing out C and using the fact that F pρ, ϕq 2 " 2 HmaxpA|Bq ρ|σ , we get 2 HmaxpA|Bq ρ|σ ρ AB " Z AB p½ A σ B qZ AB .
Now, conjugating both sides by σ
1{2
B and taking square roots on both sides, we get that If σ B has full rank, we get the expression for Z AB by conjugating both sides by σ´1 {2 B . Finally, the fact that TrrZ AB σ B s " 2 HmaxpA|Bq ρ|σ can simply be computed from the expression for Z.
B Technical Lemmas
Lemma B.1 (Lemma 6 in [TCR10] ). Let ρ, σ P S ď pHq. Then, Dpρ, σq ď P pρ, σq ď b 2Dpρ, σq ď a 2}ρ´σ} 1 1 2 P pρ, σq 2 ďDpρ, σq ď P pρ, σq.
whereDpρ, σq :" 1 2 }ρ´σ} 1`1 2 | Trrρs´Trrσs|.
Lemma B.2. Let ρ AB P S ď pH AB q and σ A P S ď pH A q. Then there exists T A P LpH A q with σ AB :" pT A ½ B qρ AB pT : A ½ B q P S ď pH AB q an extension of σ A such that P pρ AB , σ AB q " P pρ A , σ A q.
Proof. Define X A :" σ to prove that P pρ AB , σ AB q " P pρ A , σ A q.
For this we first assume that ρ AB is pure and normalized, i.e., ρ AB " |ρyxρ| AB P S " pH AB q. Then we have P pρ AB , σ AB q " a 1´F 2 pρ AB , σ AB q " a 1´|xρ|σy| 2 " a If ρ AB " |ρyxρ| AB is not normalized we obtain analogously P pρ AB , σ AB q " b 1´rF pρ AB , σ AB q`ap1´Tr ρ AB qp1´Tr σ AB qs 2 " b 1´rF pρ A , σ A q`ap1´Tr ρ A qp1´Tr σ A qs 2 " P pρ A , σ A q .
The statement for a general ρ AB (not necessarily pure) follows by the monotonicity of the purified distance [TCR10, Lemma 7] under partial trace.
